
Tayler Jade Breaks Top 50 on Mediabase
Chart with “WYA”

NEWS RELEASE BY TAYLER JADE

WYA’s continued global growth is further propelled with two dance remixes by world renowned

DJ’s Mikey Francis and Marc Stout.

Ten weeks after Tayler Jade’s initial chart introduction, “WYA'' breaks the Top 50 on the Mediabase

Activator Chart at #47 with national radio and fan support, 10+ million global digital streams, and

club banging dance remixes by world renowned DJ’s and Producers.

Released on April 9, 2021, by Jade Entertainment, “WYA” has created a global buzz and viral wave

that has captured the attention of radio, media, fans, DJ’s and music producers all over the world.

Today WYA holds strong at #47 on the Top 40 Mediabase Activator Chart and expected to break

the Top 40 in the coming days. As an independent artist, Tayler’s ascent across all platforms

highlights that technology and talent are the great equalizer to big labels and huge marketing

budgets.

“For a new independent artist with no major label support to see this type of success this early on,

proves that new ideas and hard work pays off and no dream is too big.” – Thomas Barsoe, Founder

OC Hit.

In mid-April “WYA” was playing on Top 40 radio stations in the United States. Today, it is spinning

on 30+ BDS reporting stations. In early June, its remixes started blowing the roof off the hottest

nightclubs in Las Vegas with the support of some of the best local resident DJ’s of: Omnia,

Hakkasan, Wet Republic, XS and Encore. Mikey Francis, Marc Stout and Tony Arzadon have made a

tremendous impact on the success of “WYA” in the EDM/Dance world. In the first three weeks of

release, Mikey Francis’ remix of “WYA” is quickly approaching 3 million streams; the Marc Stout and

Tony Arzadon remix hit 2.5 million in the first 12 days.

“It's been a pleasure to work with such a kind and talented creative as Tayler, and the speed at

which fans are connecting with her work is quite astounding. The moment I heard WYA I knew that

this was going to be a big hit and the response from the club crowds has been nothing short of

amazing.” – Mikey Francis
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“Tony and I only get involved in projects we are excited about and see potential in and this was

one of those. The response to our mix of ‘WYA’ has been insane and we are excited to see how far

this track continues grow worldwide!” - Marc Stout

 

Tayler Jade is connecting with music fans at a very rapid pace and her vision of building a

connected community that not only share her love for music, but with a mission of using her
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Tayler Jade - WYA - Tayler Jade - WYA - Marc Stout and Tony Arzadon RemixMarc Stout and Tony Arzadon Remix

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xvi_w09ARMg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_aucAbdzco


community to impact the lives of children around the world will hopefully become the blueprint

for other artists to follow.

“Music brings people together at a spiritual level. Tayler has that rare gift, and it is inspiring to see

how she wants to use her gift to help feed and educate children all around the world. Her idea of

bringing people together through music in order to bring awareness to these children in need is a

beautiful thing to watch and as her father words cannot express how proud of her I am.” – John

Royce Lynch

As an independent artist, to find her place alongside her hero’s and some of the biggest artists in

the world in the first 6 months of her debut is a blessing and an impressive accomplishment. While

Tayler’s music continues to climb the charts, she manages to remain grounded and grateful for the

support of her family, fans and team.

“As a fan of music myself, I am humbled by all the love and kindness that my team and I have been

shown as we embark on this journey to create social impact that can make a difference in the lives

of those in need. It really means the world to me to have your support and I cannot thank you

enough.” – Tayler Jade

The excitement surrounding “WYA” has prompted an early release of Tayler’s next single “Whatever

You Say” which will be available for pre-sale Friday, July 9th and officially released August 6,2021.

This will be the last of the 3 singles to round out this initial public introduction phase to assess

community response to Tayler Jade’s original music and brand.

 

  TAYLER JADE is an American Pop/R&B singer-songwriter. Her debut “Dual Single”

released on February 12, 2021 under her own label JADE ENTERTAINMENT, is climbing

the TOP 40 Media Base Activator Chart alongside the biggest artists in the world. Part

One of her dual release “Temporary” and Part Two “WYA” seem to have connected with

music fans worldwide, with over several million streams on all the major streaming

platforms in only a few short months and continuing to climb.

 

To learn more about Tayler Jade, we invite you to join the movement at

www.TAYLERJADE.com
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